Learning Neighbourhood Open Sessions - February 8th 2016

It was lovely to see so many of our students from Years Prep to 6 showing their family members around the school at our open sessions last week. The delight they took in showing off their learning spaces and current learning was clearly evident on their smiling faces.

The open sessions provided families an opportunity to gain an insight into what we are currently working on, and into how learning is structured for the children across the school.

This was also a chance for children and parents to catch up with familiar staff and meet our new teachers; Bruce Kelsall, David Lewis, Richard Breen and Judith Egli.

We hope that you enjoyed coming along, meeting the teachers and seeing what the children have been doing over the past couple of weeks.
Assembly Announcements:
At Monday morning’s school assembly (15th February) the following students will be receiving their monitor’s badges:

**Year 2 Yard Bin Monitors—Semester 1**: Lachlan S, Mila B, Sam S, Matilda P, Finn B, Emma H, Alex D, Olivia D, Georgio G, Sidrah O.


**Year 5 Recycling Bin Monitors—Term 1**: Scarlett L, James B, Adam B, Kiana H, Erin S

---

**PUPIL OF THE WEEK AWARDS TERM 1 WEEK 3**
*(to be presented at the school assembly Monday February 15)*

**Prep**
Sara P for persisting with her learning by putting lots of detail into her diary writing picture

**Year 1/2**
Cooper C for his enjoyment when finding patterns in our environment during maths
Justin L for being an excellent learner and finishing work well
Carlo B for showing respect in the classroom when learning together
Alex D for being a role model in his approach to learning
Joshua T for his enthusiasm when finding patterns in the environment during maths
Emma H for her respectful interactions with students and a positive attitude towards learning tasks

**Year 3**
Grace L & Declan G for being reliable office monitors

**Year 4/5**
Amy F for her fabulous contributions to class discussions on the topic *Indigenous Australians*
Olga K for taking care of other students in the yard
Curtis R for the care he takes in the presentation of this homework

**Year 6**
Tahlia W for showing our value of learning and bringing curiosity and enthusiasm to every class
Hayley P for the care and effort she shows in the classroom at all times

**Italian**
Jack K for working really hard in Italian to work out numbers beyond 20
Thanh N for making a fantastic effort to be more involved during oral activities

**Art**
Sheridan Y for teaching Mrs McCulloch how to make an origami frog

**Principal and Assistant Principal**
Karla F for taking initiative in her role as a monitor and interacting with others respectfully
Zed G for demonstrating our school value of caring